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An die Zahnschiene gewöhnen
Posted in Zähne
Die erste Zeit mit der Zahnschiene ist ungewohnt und für viele Menschen angstbehaftet. Doch schon kurz nach dem Einsetzen merken die meisten Betroffenen, dass die Schiene weit weniger auffällig und spürbar ist, wie zunächst vermutet.

Das erste Tragen

Wenn die Zahnschiene zum ersten Mal eingesetzt wurde, tritt oft ein ungewohntes Gefühl auf. Die Zunge nimmt einen Fremdkörper wahr und viele Menschen nuscheln für eine kurze Weile. Nach ein bis drei Tagen haben sich fast alle an die neue Schiene gewöhnt und es ist möglich vollkommen normal zu sprechen. Um die Eingewöhnung zu erleichtern, hat sich der Tragestart an den Wochenenden bewährt.

Nach dem ersten Einsetzen kann es außerdem passieren, dass der Sitz etwas stramm und fest wirkt. Das sollte sich innerhalb der ersten 12 Stunden legen. Ein wenig Druck ist normal, da die Zähne in eine bestimmte Richtung bewegt werden sollen. Wenn die Zahnschiene allerdings schmerzt oder das Druckgefühl zu stark ist, sollte sie herausgenommen werden. In diesem Fall kann eine Nachkontrolle erforderlich sein und eine Überprüfung, ob die Schiene wirklich passt.

Essen mit der Zahnschiene

Träger von Zahnschienen dürfen alles essen und trinken, worauf sie gerade Lust haben. Es ist allerdings wichtig, dass die Zahnschiene vor dem Essen und Trinken entfernt wird. Eine Ausnahme ist Wasser, was auch während der Tragezeit getrunken werden kann. Durch heiße Getränke oder Speisen können die Schienen verformt werden, weshalb sie unbedingt vorher ausgezogen werden müssen. Die Tragepause gilt auch für den Konsum von Snacks und Kaugummi oder den Verzehr von Bonbons. Alles, was außer Wasser verzehrt wird, darf nicht mit im Mund befindlichen Schienen konsumiert werden, um Verfärbungen und Verformungen vorzubeugen.

Die kurze Tragepause beim Essen schadet dem Erfolg nicht und bietet eine gute Möglichkeit, die Schiene zwischendurch einmal kurz unter fließendem Wasser und mit etwas Seife zu spülen.
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Sex apps are the new “normal”
Posted in Uncategorized
Download a sex app, chat with attractive and open-minded women and arrange a sexual encounter in a few days. With the perfect sex app, it can be that easy in New Zealand.

Of course, a sex app is not the same as a taxi app, which basically works on demand. BUT: If you choose the right sex apps that are used by as many women and men as possible, it is the fastest and easiest way to have sex today.

On this site, you will learn which sex apps are used by the majority of women and men today in New Zealand to make dates without strings and to have fun and organize sexual encounters.

In addition, you will learn how to use these apps properly for immediate success.
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Profesjonelt tips: Nøkkelen til rask sex er profilen din
Posted in Uncategorized
Registrer deg og har du en uforpliktende avtale i løpet av de neste 3 dagene? – Kan det være så raskt og enkelt?

Men vent litt. Er det noe vi har glemt? Å ja – datingprofilen din.

Profilen din fungerer som et telefonkort for sextreff apper i Norge. Basert på profilen din, bestemmer kvinner om det er verdt å snakke med deg og muligens møte deg. Kvinner blir også underholdt av profilene.

Hva gjør en god profil?

Det viktigste elementet er profilbildet ditt. La oss innse det – hva setter du mest pris på når du ser på kvinnens profil? Bildet, ikke sant? Det er ikke annerledes med kvinner. Sexy bilder tiltrekker seg mennesker!

Men frykt ikke, du trenger ikke se ut som en modell. Dette handler om et rent og autentisk utseende som vekker betrakterens interesse. Sørg for at du viser forskjellige fasetter av din personlighet, for eksempel: B. Ta bilder i forskjellige situasjoner, gjøre forskjellige aktiviteter og engasjere seg i forskjellige hobbyer. Kvinnen får bare et så fullstendig bilde som mulig av hvem du egentlig er.

Og det fortsetter med profilteksten. Du bør ta med all viktig informasjon her:

Leter du etter en affære og kan derfor ikke møtes hjemme hos deg? Er du interessert i BDSM? Besøker du byen på jobb og leter etter en nattbord?

Du har sikkert allerede lagt merke til …

Hvis du legger til slike viktige detaljer i profilen din, sparer du tid på å snakke med kjedelige mennesker som sannsynligvis ikke vil ha det du vil.

Å bruke tid på profilen din tidlig vil spare deg for tid i det lange løp. Og å gjøre dette alene vil sannsynligvis få deg til å skille deg ut fra mengden, ettersom de fleste menn ikke gjør nok arbeid her.

Profilen din bør oppgi dine seksuelle preferanser, eller i det minste noen av ideene dine.

Og profilteksten?

Det skal være avslappet, men med litt følelse der inne et sted. Bare det å handle som om du handler, ser kjedelig og grått ut. Allikevel er det en feil som mange gjør. Eksempler?

Her er noe kjedelig for deg:

“Jeg liker å kose og vill sex” Jeg driver også med sport ”

Og mye bedre:

“Hei, takk for at du kom bort. Nå vet du hva jeg gjør og hva jeg ikke gjør. Hva med et møte for en kaffe og en cocktail? Hvem vet, det kan føre til noe annet»

En litt mer dominerende tone kan også fungere:

“Jeg vet hva jeg vil, og det er flørtende og morsomt. Vennligst ingen grå mus”

Vi anbefaler også litt humor:

“Jeg hørte en gang at hvis en kvinne bruker matchende undertøy og en BH, var det ikke jeg som bestemte at vi hadde sex.”

Sammendraget vårt: å ha sex innen tre dager i Norge er definitivt mulig hvis du bruker litt tid på profilbildet og teksten.

Viktigst, ikke glem at uformell dating handler om en ting: å ha det gøy.
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Casual Sex in Norway
Posted in communication, dating
Norway is one of the most beautiful countries and needless to say, has been one hell of a tourist destination for several groups of travellers and individual explorers.

The beauty of this magnificent country is beyond the scope of words as we travellers get to see not just nature, but architectural marvels as well. Norway is a delight beyond expression and surely one of the most favourable tourist destinations to spend a long weekend or week for total relaxation and rejuvenation. But that’s not all what Norway has in its beauty quotient and certainly not what all that you can enjoy here. If you happen to be one of the tourists as well and want to have one of the best and most memorable vacations, you can have some amazing steamy flings with girls in Norway and enjoy beyond limits.

Welcome to New Age Norway, where the modernity knows no bounds and joy has no limits. As far as the pleasure of the visiting explorers and tourists goes, that too can be easily taken care of here in Norway. Three of the major cities in Norway are the capital city of Oslo, Trondheim and Bergen. Having been fairly modernized and very much familiar with the world culture as well, Norway people do not shy away from keeping themselves completely satisfied in every walk of life, including sex.

Yes, casual dating is on the rise in Norway. No, not in the outskirts in the village greens…but right in the heart of major cities like Oslo that happens to be tourist hubs as well. Casual dating or fling or just a sexual relationship without any emotional attachment was considered more of an American thing a few years ago and tourists had to pay heck lot of money for escorts in the nation. However, tourists in the previous years have had no issues in hooking up with the local girls. After all what everyone wants is to keep the pants calm, without having to worry anything about the other person’s emotions. How is it working out? Pretty good actually as quite a lot of people are opening up to the idea of casual sex and having flings instead of relationships.

Convenient satisfaction

Yes, that’s what it is. For tourists who just want to add to the tally of their conquests and move ahead while having themselves completely satisfied, local Norwegian girls from Oslo, Trondheim and Bergen do not shy away from indulging into casual sex and flings with temporary visitors. After all they understand that these tourists like us would be gone soon, with not attachment or link to be worried about. So it is convenient and discreet satisfaction at its best. And after all, there’s nothing wrong in two adults coming together to fulfil each other’s need while respecting each other’s boundaries.

For indulging in casual sex or to have a fling with a local girl in Oslo, Bergen or Trondheim, you can make a profile of yourself on popular fling and dating sites like C-Date and Victoria Milan. Show the girls the respect they deserve and be discreet in every way possible. Out of the three cities that we are repeatedly mentioning, Oslo has been reported to have more interested number of girls who are keen to have casual sexual bond with the visiting tourists for fun. This keeps them satisfied to the limit, safe from societal norms and peers while happy beyond limits. And we tourists, well…we don’t have a problem at all, now do we? (Wink)

However, there are certain ground rules that need to be followed if you’re trying to score a Norwegian girl for a fling or just-sex relationship for a few days and you need to be open to these things to enjoy your stay to the fullest. Do not try to go against the girl’s wishes, do not contact much or share your personal details and information. And most important of all, maintain yourself- be a gentleman in meeting, and an animal in the bed. Because if it isn’t raw and passionate, it isn’t enjoyable at all.

Can you get a safe hook up?

Yes of course you can. Norway has emerged significantly from its shy cultural image to a new modern nation that is open to sexuality like never before. Be it guys or girls, people know their needs and are ready to experiment to keep themselves satisfied as always. Quite a lot of visitors and tourists to Norway, especially the ones visiting the major cities like Oslo and Bergen have been very expressive and vocal about their sexual adventures with local girls. Just by making the profiles on Tinder, C-Date and other popular dating sites like Victoria Milan and by then playing the right moves, you can surely add a pinch of steaminess and spice to your wonderful and memorable stay in Norwegian cities.
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The Rise of Hook up Culture in Scandinavia
Posted in Uncategorized
Norway and Sweden – countries that instils the very beauty of nature at its best are often thought to be the extravagant hub of rich culture and traditions. But don’t they say ‘More innocent it looks, the naughtier it is in the inside?‘ Yeah, that’s right- Scandinavia might just be a delight to your eyes with the beauty of nature but it also takes your other senses for a ride with of its stunning looking locals – hot men and sizzling ladies with whom you can spend some quality time with.

Scandinavian locals are often thought to be shy, traditional and quite unfamiliar with the ‘no strings attached’ scenario. I agree, it isn’t Italy where Casanovas or femme fatale might just spring in but Norway and Sweden are not far behind when it comes to giving those ‘other benefits’ with mutual agreement. Yes, Hook up culture is really on the rise in Scandinavia and you might just find the right match for you to spend a warm and memorable night (you know what I mean). So let’s talk about how this changed and what went right (couldn’t have gone wrong) that changed the very culture, opening Norway and Sweden to hook-ups and casual sex.

Scandinavia, in its traditional bounds was alright with the notion of pre marital sex but it used to have a band of marriage or ‘relationship’ and love attached to it. Needless to say, this was the reason why it had been considered by many people that Scandinavian girls do not take much of an initiative when it comes to satisfying their sexual needs. Guys and girls who still had a pretty good view about having ‘fun’ without emotional bond too couldn’t really just find each other. If I had to credit something or someone for the rise of Hook up culture in Sweden or Norway, it would be technology and internet all the way long.

Technology and internet have brought numerous dating sites and dating applications that are offering a discrete way for locals as well as visiting tourists to hook up and enjoy some quality time to satisfy each other. Adultfriendfinder, Tinder and of course C-Date have paved the way for such a scenario where bored singles and horny unsatisfied individuals can get together with their prospective ‘match’ for the night and have causal dating and one night stands with nothing else to care about.

Love and dating might just take on quite a lot of time and emotional investment which is probably the reason why more and more Scandinavian men and ladies are openly adopting the hook up culture where you can discretely satisfy each other needs without having to feel awkward about anything the next day!
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How Online Dating is Encouraging Hook-Up Culture
Posted in dating
It seems that our culture has many different opinions on the topic of “hooking up”. Some describe the act as sleazy and degrading, while others describe it as natural and empowering. Despite what anyone has to say about it, hooking up seems to be becoming much more common, and the world of online dating and free sex is partly responsible.

In the 70’s, the act of sleeping with someone without being in a committed relationship had already become more widely accepted. With the introduction of birth control, people were finally free to have flings without the threat of pregnancy. It was also around this time that people started to throw away the conventional idea of getting married after college, making casual sex a little more necessary than it was before.

Although there were fewer barriers which stood between people hooking up, there was still one barrier leftover which continued to threaten the possibility of it happening altogether. Before “hooking up”, one has to “pick up”. The problem with this is that in our culture, one does not simply walk up to a desirable mate, ask them to have sex, and have the odds work out in their favor. In our culture, this is how one gets a drink thrown in their face.

Needless to say, although people started having casual sex a little more frequently in the 70’s, its rise was at a standstill. That is, until the World Wide Web came around. And with the World Wide Web came dating platforms.

In the 90’s dating platforms were starting to spring up all over the place, changing the way the population thought about dating. Match was one of the first to come out, giving people the power to not only broaden their list of potential mates but also approach one another with more confidence. When you’re divided by a screen, you can be whoever you want to be. You can pick someone up with a witty one-liner without tripping over your words, and rejection is also a lot less painful. Not to mention, a screen can’t exactly throw a drink in your face.

That being said, dating platforms finally gave people the freedom to openly ask for sex without risk of harsh rejection. If the other person isn’t into it, no harm was done and a long list of potential matches still lingered at your fingertips. Dating platforms caught onto this trend and to simplify the process of hooking up they even began asking their users the kind of relationship they were looking for. This information was then displayed publically on the user’s profile, “casual sex” being one of the options to choose from.

Online dating has bestowed upon the public features which make the act of “hooking up” easier than ever before. In our fast paced world, there are an estimated 8,000 free dating websites and apps which are aiding people in their quest for casual sex, 2,500 of these websites existing in the USA alone.

And statistics go to show that there could be a strong correlation between the rise of online dating and the epidemic of casual sex. A recent survey shows that a shocking 87% of college students have had casual sex with someone before while 60% of the teenage demographic will at some point have sex with someone they’re not in a relationship with.

These statistics are shocking the nation, causing many to worry that the rise of hookup culture will destroy the idea of a loving relationship forever. While this fear is rational, other statistics show that the idea of getting hitched won’t be done away with altogether. Surprisingly, 12% of hookups do eventually lead to these loving relationships our culture is so afraid of losing. So, maybe the act of having sex with no-strings-attached really isn’t as bad as some people think.

In the end, sex is a natural human desire. It’s good not only for our physical health but our mental health as well. If the internet and technology are making sex easier to come by, we believe that we’ll see a culture of more open-minded, happy, and healthy individuals. As long as online dating doesn’t do away with the idea of love and committed relationships entirely, we believe that only good things are to come.
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Online Dating Today and in the Future
Posted in dating
It seems less people are finding love face to face to instead look for it in the virtual world, recent statistics show.

Online dating has brought a whirlwind of new experiences to the population. Now, people can find love at their fingertips and in the comfort of their own homes. There’s no need to dress up for a tipsy, loud night at the bar or sit through a horribly awkward blind date anymore. People are marketing themselves through the likes of dating platforms the same way American Eagle markets ripped jeans through their web store, and instead of destroying the dating experience, it seems this sort of behavior is actually enhancing it!

There has been lots of stigma regarding online dating and hook-up culture lately. It seems that the more popular online dating became, the more popular random hook-ups became as well. With this coincidence, it’s easy to assume that dating websites have been turning our culture into a raunchy wasteland of meaningless sex. Statistics, however, show that the correlation between the two may be nonexistent.

In 2015, it seemed that those using online dating websites were looking more for a meaningful relationship than they were for casual sex. 64% of those surveyed claimed that common interests were the most important factor to finding a partner online whereas only 49% of those surveyed admitted that physical characteristics were the most important factor to finding a partner online. This information could preach a much more respectable future for the world of online dating, perhaps even one which (for the most part) leaves hook-up culture in the dust.

eHarmony is also looking at a bright future in the world of online dating. Recent research released by the prosperous dating platform estimates that by the year 2040, 70% of relationships will have a WiFi connection to thank.

While this kind of estimation seems to a little farfetched, current statistics don’t deny the possibility of it. At the moment, online dating websites are filled with 50,000,000 members from the US alone – that’s 15% of the entire US population! This number is steady on the climb too, as internet connection is becoming easier and easier to come by. A staggering 80% of the population has a home internet connection, either through computer or on a mobile device.

Statistics in Britain also hint at an epidemic in online lovers. A survey sent out in 2015 revealed that more than 50% of those who are happily hitched would gladly jump on board with a dating website if they were ever single again. The real kicker though is that research done in 2012 shows that 47% of Britain’s marriages end in divorce. Maybe it will be the queen’s nation which will lead the world into an online dating craze…

Or perhaps it will be the older generation. eHarmony estimates that by 2030, the number of 55-64 year old users on dating websites will raise by 30% – from 1.87 million to 2.41 million.

We’ll give it to those guys without any further investigation, though. Who better to take advantage of online dating than the generation responsible for the birth of the internet in the first place?
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Case Study: Zoosk
Posted in Zoosk
Zoosk was founded in 2007 by life-loving entrepreneurs, Shayan Zadeh and Alex Mehr. The pair are nothing short of genius, Zadeh having graduated the University of Maryland with a master’s degree and Mehr with a PhD. Zadeh went on to work at Microsoft and Mehr with NASA, but the two left their stable jobs behind to pursue something they saw to be far more important – love.

They designed their dating website on the foundation of values, philanthropy, and diversity. They wanted to be able to pride themselves in bringing people of all sorts together, to create relationships which encompass qualities both lively and loving. Since the beginning, they have been motivated to help people find whatever relationship they may be looking for in a way which is innovative, safe, and entertaining. The pair has surely succeeded in all these things and more. The platform is now available in 25 different languages and in 80 different countries worldwide.

Their success, however, did not come without struggle. Despite making revenue of $200 million in the year of 2014, the company actually lost money. It seems while in such a hurry to expand the platform, they had let a few too many silver dollars dwindle down the drain. In order to survive, Mehr and Zadeh were forced to make some huge budget cuts, cancelling their IPO and laying off 15% of their ever-growing team. Additionally, they required that users have a paid membership to send messages to one another, a risky move which could have potentially drove business away.

Their risky moves did eventually pay off though. Fast forward to today and Zoosk is not only the number one dating app, but also amongst the top 25 apps available in the app store altogether. Their platform has grown to more than 40 million members, making Zoosk the top dating website on the market today.

The company owes their success to the fact that their platform varies substantially from the rest. For many years, the gap between dating websites and social media was unbearably large, but Zoosk set out to change this. Unlike other dating websites, Zoosk connects their members more universally through profiles they might already have set up on other websites. This allows members to get a more thorough look into each other’s lives before deciding whether or not they’re interested. Creepy as it may seem, it offers the change and innovation which those in the online dating community have been craving for years.

Along with offering members the option to engage on other platforms, Zoosk also makes an effort to simplify the dating process. They focus on the things which make online dating fun, and less on the things which tend to complicate the process. To create a profile, users simply fill out a short questionnaire, a couple personal details, and upload a few photos. Then they are free to browse through the many profiles the platform has to offer.

If their process didn’t work, the platform wouldn’t be successful. Zoosk’s “Success Story” page is filled with thousands of personal stories in which users share how Zoosk led them to their “happily ever after”. It seems Zoosk is beginning to counteract the epidemic of divorce rates with a splash of modern day love, a movement we are hoping to see more of.
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How the internet has changed the dating scene
Posted in dating
Swiping, scrolling, clicking, and messaging… this is what the modern world of dating looks like. While the older generation shakes their head at the idea that we’re now seeking out our potential spouses from behind a screen, the younger generation breathes a sigh of relief.

While the dating scene did become more lax towards the mid 1900’s, men were still expected to make the first move, and only to women they could find in the immediate surrounding area. Needless to say, pickings were slim and competition was fierce.

Premarital sex was finally becoming more and more widely accepted with the introduction of birth control towards the 21st century. The Women’s Movement had also given ladies the empowerment they needed to start making first moves too, which opened up the world of dating even more, and especially for the men of the shyer variety. Despite these advances, one problem still remained: partners could only be sought out in the immediate surrounding area.

Then, in 1994, the world was given exactly what they needed to supercharge their dating experience – a dating website! Match.com was the first one to open its doors. While people were reluctant towards the idea at first, it soon gained popularity and became a dating tactic so widely used that it’s now hard to imagine our world without it.

Dating websites proved to be more than just a fad as they help people who would have otherwise never had the chance to meet connect on a deeper level. Personality quizzes bring the most compatible of people together while levels of attraction are easily determined with a quick flip through profile photos. The stress and anxiety of making the first move ceased to exist, as they could now be conducted flawlessly through the barrier of a screen rather than awkwardly through face to face interaction. And this all goes without mention of the fact that the dating radius expanded considerably, bringing loads of new, friendly faces into the immediate realm.

While there are lots of positives that come with online dating, the trend comes with a couple negatives too. For instance, it’s impossible to get a real judge of character simply by sending a couple messages back and forth, and there are quite a few people who use the service simply as a means of “hooking up”. That being said, many people looking for a serious relationship become frustrated with the process and give up on it after a while.

Yet regardless of the negatives, it is still estimated that more than 8,000 dating websites are connecting people around the world as you read these words. Even more shocking is that a whopping 17% of all marriages that happened in the past year owe it all to the magic of online dating.

These stats go to show that while the concept of online dating has its downfalls, it still isn’t as taboo as it may seem. So we encourage you all to swipe, scroll, click, and message your heart out. Your soul mate could very well be hiding behind a screen at this very moment, and they’re easier to find now than ever before!
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How the Internet Changed the Way We Communicate
Posted in communication
On December 21, 1990, the internet had its first website go up. This means that just recently, the internet celebrated its 25th birthday – and what a sensational 25 years it has been!

Every minute, more than 204 million emails are sent. And every second, more than 1,900 Skype calls are made and more than 52,000 Google searches are conducted. That’s an unthinkable amount of learning, sharing, and communicating to happen in the matter of a minute, all of which would not be happening without a WiFi connection. Over the past 25 years, we have watched the internet defy all odds, making the impossible very possible, and especially in the way of bringing people together.

It’s difficult for us to now imagine a world where Facebook doesn’t exist to help us catch up with our Aunt Mindy’s, or where Twitter doesn’t exist to share what we had for breakfast. Sure, this kind of behavior can be seen as destructive to real human connection, but if done the right way, it can also greatly enhance the way we connect and communicate.

Social media, for example, brings us closer together with those we hold dearly from afar. In the past, the strongest of friendships may have admitted a sad defeat to the barriers of long distance call charges and cost of airfare. The internet, however, is helping us keep long distance friendships alive. Social media sites allow us to connect with all of the people we love on a daily basis, and even provide us means of communication necessary for making plans to meet face to face.

Dating websites have found people the relationship they would have searched a lifetime for on their own.  Strategic software matches people who are compatible on a deeper level, ensuring that each couple is a couple built to last. Thanks to dating websites, people can avoid the awkward bar scene to instead find the person they’ve been dreaming of with the touch of a button and in the comfort of their own living rooms. Many have the internet to thank for finding them their soul mates, and even bringing their children into the world.

On top of that, the internet has made it possible for people to make a living and support their families without even having to leave their beds in the morning. That’s right – people can apply for jobs, be interviewed for jobs, work a job, and get paid for a job all through a stable internet connection. The online freelance community is a fast growing one, with careers in the areas of journalism, accounting, graphic design, programming, marketing, legal, and even engineering becoming more and more readily available. In fact, it’s estimated that a staggering 53 million Americans have hopped on board with the freelance community (that’s 34% of the entire workforce)!

And if you don’t have the credentials to become a freelancer in one of those fields, the dream is still closer than you think! Courses conducted entirely online are beginning to educate the people of today, with a real degree being available upon completion.

So while it is unhealthy to remain glued to your Instagram feed at a family function or document an intimate and private date for the world to see over Snapchat, the internet is bringing lots more good into our lives than bad. Without the internet, we wouldn’t be able to share, learn, support, or communicate with each other in the instantaneous way that we do – the way that is shaping our generation into one so unique from generations past. Years from now, we’ll be telling our grandchildren about how we saw the birth of the internet happen, and their eyes will only widen in amazement.

If you want to learn more about the origins of the Internet, watch also the documentary.
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